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INTRODUCTION
Two cliffei'cnt worlds converge on the Strait of Gibraltar, that of two continents and
that of two religions. Yet despite the strait's relatively short distance of only 14 kilometers,
the cultural proximity between Spain and Morocco seems even closer as thousands of
immigrants arrive in southern Spain each year from North Africa- Many come from SubSaharan Africa and have spent years waiting in Tangiers or outside Ceuta 3nd Melilla to cross
the boarder; if they are lucky, they will "jump" the fences and enter Spain through the
Moroccan enclaves. Others, however, save enough money to hire a guide to ferry them
across the straight in p^tet^s. These boats are usually filled to more than double their
capacity, however, and often travel in bad weather when getting caught by officials is less
likely. It is all-too-common to read 3bout African bodies washing ashore along the Atlantic
and Mediterranean coasts. Yet the hardships that these immigrants face is often overlooked
because Spaniards are becoming more protective of their jobs, homes, and homogeneous
culture.
I became personally interested with the relationship between immigrants and
Spaniards in the fall of2004 when I moved to Cadiz, in south-west Spain to study Spanish
for a year. Within the first month, a local friend casually mentioned how 15 dead immigrants
had washed up on a beach several miles south of Cadiz the previous spring. This concept was
exceedingly difficult for me to understand, yet for most Spaniards it is common news.
People were risking their lives in front of my very eyes
ignore.

and this was something I could not
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From that clay forw^rcj, 1 took a keen interest in learning about the lives ofthese
immigrants who left their families, their countries, an4 riskecl everything for the possibility of
a better life. Why 4id they leavei^ What must their journey have been likei^ What did they
encounter when they amVed in Spain, ifthey ai'i'ived at all^^ 1 began to open my eyes to the
Nigerians selling illegal copies of pop CP's in the narrow streets. Their toil in the
underground economy was cruelly contrasted with the tourist atmosphere of southern Spain.
I became aware of the masses of European exchange students who bought the illegal CP's the
Nigerian men sold in the streets. They, like me, would return home after a year of bar
hopping and sun-bathing. Yet these estucli^ntesgt^dososv^QYe affectionately called guitis,
never immigrants. And even though many African immigrants also returned home, usually
after several years, they were always referred to as immigrants, a difference that reflected the
general distinction that many SpaniaMs made between Europeans and non-Europeans.
Outraged 3t these injustices, 1 began my search for organizations that helped
immigrants. They had to exist, 1 told myself because 1 read ^bout them in the newspapers.
But the phonebook spoke nothing of them and rny neighbors and professors knew even less.
Finally, after several weeks of questioning, and a month volunteering with OXFAM
International, 1 was dif'ected to a local, grassroots organization that provided resources to
immigrants and educational workshops in the local schools. They helped immigrants find
work, locate housing, learn Spanish, and legally contest the abuse of their rights. Like many
other AG^GTorganizations in southern Spain, this small NGO, run by a Brazilian immigrant
married to a Spaniard, was funded by the Spanish government.
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More tb^n b^ppy to 344 me to tbeir rno4est team, CEAIN CCentro 4e AC09143 4e
Inmigrantes) 35ke4 me to join 3 ^roup tb3t w35 4oin9 multicultui'3l e4uc3tion workshops in
tbe I0C3I element3ry schools. Uter, I W35 3ske4 to tutor 3 Polish immi9r3nt who spoke no
5p3ni5b 3n4 very little English. Over the next sever3l months, I W3s 4eli9hte4 to see his
5p3nisb improve bec3use it belpe4 him cope with tbe cb3n9es 3n4 cb3llen9es be b34 been
presente4 with. Purin9 tbe sprin9,1 be93n to 3ccumul3te tbe stories of m3ny kin45 of
immi9r3nts, not just those from Afric3, but from L3tin Americ3, Asi3, 3n4 E3stern Europe, 3S
well. After tr3velin9 to Morocco myself in Febru3ry 3n4 Au9ust 3n4 witnessin9 the injustices
of tbe thir4 worl4, my interest in helpin9 protect tbe ri9bts of immi9r3nts 9rew 3n4 cb3n9e4.
I be93n to question how 5p3ni3r4s 3n4 Europe3n "forei9ners'' coul4 live in the mi4st
of immi9r3nts stru99lin9 to survive with b3r4ly 3 secon4 thou9bt to their sufferin9- They S3w
these people in tbe streets, in their nei9bborboo4s, in tbe

but it W3S 3s if they

were invisible. Despite tbe "re3l live" immi9r3nts before their very eyes, 5p3ni3r4s 3II 3roun4
me use4 wor4s tb3t p3inte4 3n im39e of immi9r3nts tb3t W3S inhum3n. just 3s I W3S sbocke4
by tbe ftct tb3t I w3s 3 C3lle4 3

3n4 my Cbile3n frien4 Fresi3 W3s 3lw3ys 3n inmigt^nte, I

W3S compelle4 to un4ei'st3n4 wh3t im39ery 4omin3te4 mo4em 4iscourse surroun4in9
immi9r3tion. I be93n to investi93te bow wor4s influence4 5p3nisb belieft 3bout tbe
immi9r3nts th3t 3rrive4 in incre3sin9 proportions. Not surprisin9ly, I h3ve foun4 tb3t the
wor4s 3n4 im39es th3t help to perpetu3te fe3r tow3r4 3n4 exclusion of immi9r3nts forme4
the l3r9e m3jority oftb3t 4i5course.
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In this paper, I make special reference to the use of metaphor in simplifying one's
understanding of the complexities of immigration. The most common kinds of metaphor
used in discourse related to immigration help to create fear, drastically simplify a complex
issue, or dehumanize immigrants. Talking of immigrant invasions and avalanches, Spain as
the policeman protecting the portal to Europe, or immigrants as merchandise are some
examples. To understand the metaphors, however, I must first mention those key pieces of
Spanish history that relate to immigration today and how they play a role in the use of
language.
H1TOR.YIS REVEALING
Present-day Spain has been acA/Wcie cukut^s for centuries. Beginning with the
Iberians, Celts, and Carthaginians, as early as 1000 BC followed by the Romans in the third
century, the demographics and languages of Spain have been influenced by "invasions" of
immigrants. The Romans, however, are never referred to in the text books as invaders; they
are the people who brought an advanced legal system, sophisticated architecture, Christianity,
and the language base from which Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan and Gallego are derived. The
migrations of Germanic tribes and Moorish people from North Africa, on the other hand,
ARE referred to as invasions. The Reconcjuisi^, or re-conguest of the Iberian Peninsula on
the part of the Christian kingdoms in response to the invasion cfe los motos began in 718 and
ended in 1492 with the expulsion

los motos^Yom Granada 3nd the formation of a single

Christian kingdom. The ideology of the Reconguista is old, however, but not distant. In
fact, the ReconcjuisU is in many ways present in modern thought, especially in the rhetoric of
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the right. The migration of North Africans, for example, is still calle4 the invasion 4^ los
motos.
MEMORY OF BEING A "PUEBLO PE EMIGRANTES"
After the Heconquisi^, the "discovery" of the "new" world, the grand empire "en que
nunca se ponia el sol," and the eventual decline of this empire, Spaniards began to leave the
peninsula. The fact that Spain has a history of being "un pueblo emigrante", however, helps
us understand the friction surrounding immigration in Spain tod^y Clsmael Serrano). In the
century, Spaniards immigrated to American colonies, especially Argentina 9nd Cuba 3nd
continued to emigrate from Spain in the 20^^ century because of the civil war C1936-1959)
and the fascist dictatorship under Francisco Franco (1939-1975). During this period, ai^ists,
intellectuals, and politicians emigrated for both political and economic reasons creating the
Esp^n^ en exiho, Spanish communities in Latin America, the United States, and Northern
Europe. There is a "memoria agradecida' that has created 3 feeling of indebtedness for those
frmily members who were welcomed abroad during times of political and economic hardship
CBuezas 1995:139). This "deuda historica con los palses americanos... Ilal segunda patria"
may continue to influence feelings toward Latin-American immigrants versus North African
immigrants, for example CBuezas 1995:139).
ECONOMIC GROWTH: THE RISING TIDE OF IMMIGRANTS
Since the late 60's, though, Spain has converted itself from un pueblo emigi'^nteio
the destination of foreign immigrants. Not only have the Spanish comuni4^4e5 en exilio
begun to return, but there are now inflows from both the "first" and "third world." This is
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especially 4ue to Spain's i-ecent economic growth which has occurred! in three phases in the
late 20^^ century. The first happene4 4uring the 4ictatorship itself in the early 1970'5 when
the regime 4eci4e4 to en4 its isolationist polices by opening its boar4ers to tourism an4
foreign investment. Following Franco's 4e3th between 1976 an4 1985, Spain's economy
"4esarroll6 una 4inamica 4e crisis" CAngel 2002), but experience4 3 secon4 economic boom
between 1986 an41991. This was in large part cause4 by joining the European \2nion in 1986
when Spain became the "largest net recipient of EU ai4;' this obviously provi4e4 Spain with
an important monetary impulse to jumpstart its economy CCrawfor4, 2004). Despite a
perio4 of economic 4ownturn in the early 1990's, Spain's economy began "un nuevo cicio
expansivo" CAngel 2002) in 1994 which has continue4 to the present 43y- This economic
cfesplieguecomhine<\ with an ^ging population an4 recor4 low birthrates are "calling"
immigrants to work in Spain. They mainly settle where there is work: in the in4ustrial areas of
Ma4H4 3n4 Cataluna Cwith a combine4 total of 47% of the immigrants) an4 the agncultural
centers of An43lucTa an4 U Comunin434 Valenciana Cwith 22% of the immigrants) CAngel
2004: 53).
IMMIGRANT DEMOGRAPHICS
On the other han4, northern Europeans who search for e!solesp^no!for vacation an4
retirement purposes afe mostly foun4 in ks Isks

ks bks

k Comunici^cl

V^knci^n^, an4 And^lud^. Even though the Northern Europeans, "europeos iubila4os"
CAngel 2002) initially compose4 the largest category of immigrants to Spain, this is no
longer the case. With increasing numbers of immigrants from impoverisbe4 nations, its is
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important to 4i5tin9ui5b between those immigrants who come to Spain as intvigr^ntes cje
lujo, cje! /7o/fean4 those that come from e! 54/a with the intention of working. During the
1980's, the economy "demanclaba masivamente mano cle obra para k industria y los
servicios" CAngel 2002),) and consequently la inmigracion del Sur despega a p^rtir cje 1985"
CAngel 2002). In any case, despite "un crecimiento exponencial" CAngel 2002), it is not
until 1997 that "los inmigrantes del «5ur» se convirtieron en mayoritarios" CAngel 2002) of
the population of immigrants. Today, "las nacionalidades mas numerosas son Ecuador y
Marruecos" CAngel 2004: 40). But, because "el fenomeno migratorio es, casi por
definicion, cambiante", the demographics of immigrants are constantly changing CAngel
2002). illegal immigrants are rising in number, arriving to Spain through the North African
enclaves Ceuta and Melilla, by crossing the Strait of Gibraltar from Morocco, or leaving from
the African coast for the Canary Islands in

Additionally, since the inclusion of the 10

new members in 2004 to the European Union, the number of Eastern European immigrants
is also beginning to rise; they now represent 21.2% of the total immigrants in Spain CAngel
2004: 40).
This varied and ever-changing flujoof immigrants makes the immigrant "problem" a
complex issue. The white immigrants from Northern and Eastern Europe encounter fewer
problems in the way they are treated and become assimilated- Latin Americans have the next
"easiest time" because they do not pose as much as a "social problem" as those from Africa;
they already speak the language Charring Brazilians) and come from the Catholic tradition.
Immigrants from Islamic North Africa Cespeclally Morocco) and Sub-Saharan Africa
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encountei' the biggest obstacles because of the st^i'ker diffei^ences in theiK appe^f^nce,
language, i-eligion an4 culture.
SPAIN'S TOLERANCE
Despite the increasing numbers of immigrants from ail origins, however, Spain has
remaine4 one of the most tolerant countries in Europe, after Switzerland, Denmark, Finland
and Norway CAngel 2005: 8). Similarly, Spain has successfully managed to avoid the
emergence of anti-immigrant political parties. This may be attributed to the democratic
transition, since which political ideologies that resemble fascism Ci.e. intolerant attitudes
toward immigrants) a^e socially unacceptable. There has been a "preocupacion mostrada por
el Parlamento Europeo...sobre el avance del fascismo y el racismo en Europa" CAngel 2005,
7), especially in Spain given its not-so-distant dictatorship. In any case, increasing numbers
o(sinp^peks from North and Sub-Saharan Africa ai'e beginning to foment social tension.
PROOF Of SOCIAL TENSIONS
This tension has manifested itself In the form of political legislation and social unrest.
For example, U Leycje Extt^njem ratified In 2000 "trata de regular los derechos y
obligaciones de los extran|eros...y distingue entre sin papeles e inmigrantes" CEl Pats). In
effect, however, the new legislation complicates the process that illegal immigrants must go
through in order to acquire legal work papers, "limita los derechos de los inmigrantes.. .y les
impide el ejercicio de los derechos sociales como la asociacion, la sindicacion y la huegla"
CAmnesty Internacion^l). Social unrest is visible through discrimination, even violence. In
eaHy 2000 in the southern agHcultural town of El Ejido, the police af’i'ested a Moroccan for
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"presunt^rnente'' killing 3 26 ye^roM Spanish wom^n. Hun4i"e4s of Sp^ni^i'ds re^ctecl in
revenue, "quem^nclo veblculos y c^rniceri^s pertenecientes 3 los inrni9r3ntes y 43n3n4o un3
mezquit3" CTei'rnin3).

In this c^se, the me4i3 pl3ye4 3 cma3l I'ole in fanning the co3ls into a

ro3nng bonfire by emph35izing the 3ss3ssin's irT7rT7igr3nt i4entity, referring to the mur4er 3s
being the f3ult of an immigrant, "a5esina43...por un inmigrante" instea4 of a person with a
name CGrupos 2000). Because the me4ia only i4entifie4 him as a faceless immigrant, the
5pani3r4s 4irecte4 their revenge at the entire immigrant population of El Eii4o. With respect
to social unrest, the use of certain worMs plays an important role in igniting "4isturbios
raciales" ag3inst immigrants CTermina).
the importance of words

Yet we often fail to recognize how important wor4s really 3re. The chil4hoo4 rhyme
sticks eincistones c^n bte^k my bones, but wotcfs c^n nevet hurt me articulates how little
importance we place on wor4s as a society. Actions may speak lou4er than wor4s but it is
through wor4s that we un4erstan4 our worl4 3n4 in turn are un4erstoo4. We are able to 4o
this because wor4s simplify an otherwise infinitely complex worl4 into a much simpler
schema of metaphors. These metaphors are the basis of language an4 of un4erstan4ing. In
this paper, I refer to George LakofP s contemporary theory of conceptual metaphor which
explains metaphors to be a simpler representation of a similar phenomenon. For example,
life is often represente4 metaphorically as a journey because it has

a

beginning, an en4, the

roa4 is tough, we are on a p3th, etc. Another metaphor may compare the iynite4 States to
o/7e heroic "goo4 guy" fighting tyrannical Iraq, represente4 by one "evil" villain, Sa443m
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Hussein. The problem with metaphors, however, is tb^t they naturally cannot embocly the
full complexity of the concepts they represent. Obviously usin9 the representation of the evil
villain Saddam Hussein for Iracj hides the intricacies of U5-Iraqi-Middle East relations. The
truth of the matter, however, is that such a simple representation of the complex reality
allows people not to think; they use the metaphor without realizin9 that it does not
represent the whole issue. According to Lakeoff, metaphors are "something that most people
read but never notice" and most times use without conscious effort CPowell 2005). Many
times, metaphors aid in a I'apid exchange of ideas. But other times, it can be unsettling to
know that people hear and use metaphors without realizing the complexity they bide,
especially in the case of politics or immigration.
For example, in the case of Spanish immigration, it is common to read about the
kv^yesof immigrants which threaten to inundate Spain. Here, the wave metaphor represents
the concept of human migration through a set of water-related images. This representation,
however, obviously does not represent the w/^o/e reality of immigration, a phenomenon
which includes such complexities as international legislation, economic and political forces, a
history of colonialism, and the individual goals and experiences of each immigrant and
Spaniard. Nevertheless, it is clearly easier to understand migrations of immigrants through a
metaphor than by trying to comprehend 3II of the intertwined complexities.
The media and politicians take advantage of broad 3nd poorly representative
metaphors in their discourse. Often they use metaphors, such as inundations or invasions of
immigrants to provoke fear which helps to sell their media or further a political agenda. In
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turn, metapbot^ which provoke fear many times are adopted by those people who live closest
to the immigrants and perhaps cjo feel threatened by their presence. The closer the "native"
population is to the immigrant population, the greater the fear, the greater the racism, and
the faster these feai'-pi'ovoking metaphors a^e spread- With deep curiosity, it is of these
metaphors, fear-provoking as well as dehumanizing, that I have completed my research.
THE METAPHOR5 THEMSELVES
In my own investigations of the use of language surrounding Spanish immigration, I
have used primaiy sources from the Spanish media 3nd secondary sources written by
anthropologists and sociologists, as well as immigrants and Spanish citizens themselves. I
have noticed that current discourse uses negative, fear-provoking metaphors as well as
positive metaphors which seek to bring about solidarity, understanding, and equal rights for
immigrants. Unfortunately, however, it is also true that because negative metaphors spread
fester and more effectively, they are more commonly used- In my research, I created five
categories of metaphors, beginning with broader forces and then narrowing to more specific
aspects associated with immigration. These categories are; the act of immigration, immigrant
integration and solutions to immigration, the global causes of immigration, Spain's role as an
immigrant receiver, and the immigrants themselves.
IMMIGRATION as a concept: THE BIG PICTURE
To begin, I will discuss the general concept of immigration which is most often
compared to images of water. In the majority of newspaper articles, the movement of
immigrants as people is referred to as the flujo. Similarly a

of immigrants gives us the
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negative impression th^t masses of immigrants gre arriving 3II at once. For example, because
the numbers of immigrants in the Canary Islancls are increasing in an exponential fashion, we
read about bow waves of immigrants "bit the canaries." This invokes the image of a massive,
destructive, and violent arrival of many people at once. With respect to labor, it is common
to read that "immigrants are channeled" into jobs, as if they were water. In a similar way, the
use of ^v^knch^ or penett^cion incontfokcl^ gives us the sense that masses of immigrants
inundate Spain all at once CAngel 2005: 20). These metaphors compare immigrants to a
homogeneous group of water molecules which creates fear and also dehumanizes each
individual immigrant.
Different metaphors demonize the migrations of people into Spain. Perhaps linked
with the invasion of losmotos in the eighth centuiy, immigration especially from North
Africa is characterized as a massive invasion. The portrayal of Spain as a victim that is unable
to control the forced arrival of unwanted invaders is a poor representation of the complex
situation. Not only is Spain's economy based on immigrant labor, but the idea of a massive
violent invasion is not happening now, nor is it likely to happen in the future. For example,
they talked about a massive invasion from Eastern Europe with "la caTda del muro Berlin, y
nunca paso" CPerez). Nor has an Eastern European "invasion" happened since the EW
expansion in 2004. Similarly, political rhetoric often links immigrants with terrorism,
especially since 9/11 in New York and 3/11 in Madrid. These demonizing metaphors cause
Spaniards to fear increased immigration, especially from North Africa and other Islamic
nations, and perhaps make them feel that they need to protect themselves from evil invaders.
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In a similar fashion, newspapers evoke

a sense of a violent, forceful, an4 unwanted

entry by using the metaphor of a battle. Spain needs to" [fight] illegal immigration" because
immigrants are assaulting the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla (Trevelyan 2006). This
use of language provokes images of unwanted entry, penetration, invasion, and war.
Adjectives like W55/Vepromote even more fear because they bring to mind enormous,
uncontrollable quantities of immigrants.
Yet even though Spaniards may fear a demographic invasion, some also dread a
cultural invasion. On a cultural level, some see that "la cultura occidental es Itambienl
^menazada por la inmigracion" CCrisol, 44). Some people from the right believe that their
culture Is threatened by new immigrant cultures because los "nuevos barbaros...no respeten
Isu] cultura" (Angel 2005:26). Spain, like other European countries, is becoming more
protective of its cultural homogeneity. Northern countries like Spain are described as being
"homogeneamente rico" while southern countries are "homogeneamente pobre" (Perez).
Por some, the threatening arrival of new cultures upsets their precariously balanced
homogenous culture in a negative waySimilarly, some Spaniards see that new and different cultures are difficult to integrate
into the larger Spanish matrix. It may be, however, that integration is not easily achieved
because the definition of what It means to be integrated is particularly vague. As more
inamigrants arrive and the number of second generation immigrants grows, It becomes "cad^
vez mas diffcil definer que es integrarse exatamente" (Perez). Even though integration Is an
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ambiguous goal that seems impossible to achieve, it is compai^ed metaphoHcally to an
immigrant's simple insertion into society.
In reality, however, integration is not so simple. There are many levels of integration
which range from the complete adoption of the host culture to the complete rejection ofthe
host culture and everything in between. When we read that an immigrant is inserted into
society, we perhaps compare society or the working world to a book in which the immigrant,
the page ofthe book, is inserted- It may imply that the page, the immigrant, must also look
like the other pages ofthe book, Spain. An immigrant, however, is most likely never going
to become

a carbon copy of a Spaniard because he will conserve his physical appearance and

many cultural beliefs, practices and language. Such an oversimplified metaphor for the
complex process of integration may leave the receiving population feeling frustrated that
immigrants will never become integrated into Spanish society.
Implying the impossibility of integration, there Is the metaphor of a chocfue cultuf^l,
the physically brusque meeting of two different cultures. This negative image of coexistence
even implies failure. From cultural clash and confrontation to cultural tension, the idea of
cultural mestiz^jeis portrayed 3S "un gran desafto," even "una gangrena fatal" (Sanchez 2005,
4-4). Integration Is even seen as Impossible In some cases. Some cultures are "mutuamente
incompatibles;" it would be like mixing water and oil (Angel 2005: 22). For many
Spaniards, cultural Incompatibility has to do with one's religion, especially with respect to
Islam. For example, many see Islam to be a "radical religion," even dangerous to their
Catholic tradition. Given that the percentage of Muslim immigrants is growing, it is more
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difficult for some Sp^ni^rcjs to imagine successful integration. Many see an integrated
immigrant as someone who has completely denounced Islam and converted to a western,
Christian lifestyle. Yet because this is an unlikely prospect for the majority of immigrants,
many Spaniai-ds a^-e left feeling frustrated 3nd doubtful. On a positive note, however, there Is
increasing tolerance for multiculturalism, especially on the part of the youth. Fortunately,
the goal of multiculturalism can be achieved much easier than the ambiguous goal of

integration.
Other solutions In to the "immigrant problem" are sometimes compai'ed to "recetas"
CVllasero). This representation is unfortunately over-simplified because it Implies that by
combing a list of ingredients and by following the dii'ections, one will solve the immigrant
problem. We know that no such recipe exists, or will ever exist. Another metaphor uses the
idea o(^ntfcjotosio cure Spain of Its Immigrant illness, implying that immigration is a
sickness; this may create feai' CVllasero). These metaphors oversimplify possible solutions to
the challenges that Immigration poses. In summafy, we see that in la^ge part, the metaphors
concerning the act of immigration, integration and solutions to the "immigrant problem,"
commonly provoke fear and consequently hinder the adoption of positive Images associated
with immigration.
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
The medi3

and politicians use metaphors that emphasize the differences between

f-eceiving and "sending" countries when they talk about immigration on a global scale. With
little thought, the average person also uses phrases like e! tetcet mundoor e!mundo
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subcfes^nolkdo, subtly implying the huge physical distance - worlds in fact - that lies
between the rich countries that receive immigrants and the "undeveloped" countries that
send them. Apart from conjuring an image of enormous physical distance, however,
subcfes^ttolkclod^so quietly implies the "superioridad de la modernid^d occidental" CAngel
2005; 21). The countries with extreme political and economic hardships suffer from a
"desierto improductivo" Cla revuelta). In some small way, these words may give us the
feeling that these countries, and their people, are rvenos (^es^i-tolkdos. This attitude of
cultural and economic superiority creates psychological distance between Spaniards and
immigrants.
The medi3 ^Iso emphasizes the demographic differences that cause immigration; the
push and pull factors. Specifically, rising demographic levels in 'the third world' ptope!
immigrants northward- We read about the mushrooming populations, demographic
pressure, and demographic saturation. The violent and stressful image of the bomb^
demogt^fic^ creates fear because of the possibility that the source that seems to be sending
immigrants sin fin, may eventually explode. Spain on the other hand, as well as most other
European countries, is compared to an ^nd^no. Its regressing fertility rates and increasing
numbers of elders implies a Uck of fertility and productivity that must be satisfied by young
and fertile immigrant populations.
This demographic crisis in Spain coupled with the favorable economic situation that
has left gaps in undesirable economic sectors has created the "the pull effect" CNewbold
2002; 89). It acts like a magnet that attracts immigrants who are searching for a better life
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in the "modern" world. Additionally, the media paints an unrealistic picture of what life will
be like in Spain. This e/ecto Ikm^cjo implies that Spain is actively petitioning immigrants to
come to Spain by emphasizing and idealizing the economic prosperity that awaits them there.
Unfortunately, the idealized life that is promised to many immigrants is not what
they actually encounter in Spain. This is largely because an immigrant may never himself feel
Spanish. The concept of Spanish national identity is complex and the metaphors associated
with national borders create further segregation between SpaniaMs and immigrants within
Spain itself For example, Spain is often compared to a closed container or a box in an
egocentric way; they protect f/>e/>-space and do not mix with the outside. When considering
Spain's complicated history of colonialism, however, it makes no sense to think of Spain as an
isolated identity with no connection to other nations; it has caused many of the problems
leading to Latin America's social unrest for example. Liberal viewpoints talk of opening
Spain's "box'' in a need for "sociedades abiertas" in our ever-globalizing world (Sanchez
2005: 4-9). Positive or negative, however, the metaphor of the box too easily divides a
complex and interconnected world and dispels the subtle connections Spain shares with other
nations. Additionally, this metaphor, like so many others, creates fear that the walls that
protect Spain, the walls of the box, will be penetrated by unsolicited immigration.
SPAIN: EUR.O-COP
As a character in the European melodrama of immigration, Spain plays a particulaHy
important metaphorical role. Because of its geographic proximity to North Africa, Spain has
been "cast in the role of'police man of Southern Europe'" (Cornelius). The country is a
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watchman who keeps an "uneasy watch on the pool- populations of North Africa" CNewboM
2002:116) ancj the imminent explosion of the 4emogi'aphic bomb that will send
uncontrollable tidal waves of immigrants to the shores of Andalucia: what a melodrama!
Spain's role is important in its "empeno por poner fronteras a los inmigrantes" to protect the
country, and the El/, from the criminal-like invaders: the immigrants CPerez). It is clear that
this portrayal does not embody all the complex factors of immigration. Similarly, it is not
frir to represent an entire country with one figure because Spanish political opinion is not
unified in this way.
From another point of view, Spain is also conceived as the door to Europe which is
represented by a bouse that has finite space and is already overcrowded- Portrayed as the
g^iew^y to Eutope, however, the doors are either open or closed but never left half ajar
CNewbold 2002: 91). This creates a black and white image to immigration policies; there is
not just one "door" or entry into Spain, nor is the door (ust open or closed to all immigrants.
Immigration policies are much more complicated than this. Many immigrants find the door
flung open to them while others find it slammed in their frees. Others still find that it takes
ye2irs to pass through the portal. In any case, the metaphor poorly represents immigration
policies and may mislead people into thinking that such legislation is so simple. And in
closing, we see that the metaphors associated with Spain's role in the immigration
phenomenon, namely the euro-cop and door images do not represent the complexities of
Spanish politics and legislation.
INMIGRANTES; Ole or get away^^^
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As we continue to narrow our focus, the metaphors that refer to the pobkcion
^ui6d:on^'^r)\ its views of immigrants come into focus. There are both positive an4 negative
images that represent Spanish public opinion, although the negative ones are what are most
often heard- While the positive images are generally a product of nongovernmental
organizations or universities, the negative images "se nutraln] por varios
ingrediantes... lentre ellos] los medios de comunicacion" CAngel 2005: 2). The "problem"
of immigration ftlls slightly below unemployment and terrorism, taking third place as a
nationa 1 worry C E!Muncjo: U inmigr^cion preocup^ 2005).
Yet through all this discourse, the biggest problem may be that the immigrant
identity is poorly defined- Who is considered an immigrant-^ Whereas a retired German
living in Mallorca is just as much an immigrant as a Nigerian working in Madrid, Spaniards
will most likely still refer to the German as an extmjerooY

because he is an "inmigrante

de lujo' (Sanchez 2005: 4-2). On the other hand, anyone with darker skin and nonEuropean roots is referred to as an inmigt^nte, even if he is a Moroccan who is much richer
than a European university exchange student. On the other hand, if an immigrant coming
from the "third world" has something valuable to contribute to Spanish society, like athletic
prowess or exotic music, he may cease to be labeled as a nameless immigrant. For those
famous athletes and musicians, the term immigrant is not applied; "nadie llama inmigrante a
konaldo" (Para)- For the rest, however, they may forever be labeled the faceless inmigt^nte,
even if they were born in Europe to immigrant parents. Often nationality is based one's
parents' identity, and not one's birthplace (Loucky 2006: 7).
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Being Ubelecl inmigt^ntehY\r)qs with it 3 plethora of other connotations. The
receiving population often 4emonizes immigrants with claims that they are [ob thieves, i4le,
lazy, unejucatecl, 3ncl use up social funds CNewbold 2002:115). In general, however, these
accusations are ungrounded- For example, "por cada euro que los inmigrantes reciben de la
seguridad social ingresan 2.5" (ElMundo: "La inmigracion no supone" 2003). What is
more, many immigrants are also highly educated, some ofthe finest intellectuals from their
countries of origin. The negative images associated with an immigrant's lack of work ethic
and education help to perpetuate prejudices toward immigrants.
Perhaps the most problematic of immigrant perceptions, however, is the idea that
they are aggf’essive criminals. It comes from the politicians, especially the conservative
political parties like ElP^rtido Popukrihxx^^ 2005: 28) which tend to link immigration
with crime, social conflict, and poverty (Cornelius). Both Mariano Rajoy and ^ose Marta
Aznar from El Partido Popular have linked immigration with increased crime (Angel 2005:
12). Additionally, mass medi3 also portrays the immigrant as a social delinquent. When
they talk about criminals, "los medios de comunicacion destacan la raza" or the fact that they
are immigrants (Buezas 1990:14). It is common to read that un sut^metic^nooY un joven
m^ttoguicorr)xr)'\\i&A a certain crime, although there may be no reference to his identity
apart from being an immigrant. This image has convinced Spaniards; "60% de los espanoles
reladonan la inmigracion con la delincuencia" (ElMundo. "El 60%" 2002) and "39% de los
universitarios dice que hay un vinculo entre la inmigracion y la delincuencia" (ElMundo:
On 39%" 2001).
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Luckily, there 3re outspoken In4ivi4uals, especially from universities, who try to dispel
the metaphor of the immigrant as the criminal. It is true that perhaps the percentage of
immigrants who commit small crimes is higher than in the receiving population, but "la
delincuencia trata del clasicismo" porque "los segmentos mas bajos estan abocados a
transgredir ciertas reglas" CPerez). Crime is more commonly linked to one's social class, not
one's origins. Yet in the public sphere, politicians and the medi3 look for e!culpable, the
scapegoat, in this way, the immigrant becomes the easy explanation for crime in society,
scaring the receiving population into voting for more conservative legislation that maintains
distance between immigrants and Spaniards.
But does the existence of conservative legislation mean that Spaniards are racist-^ Not
necessarily, although there are some that say that the greatest racism in Spain is directed 3t
gypsies, followed by Arabs, sub-Saharan black Africans, black Latin Americans, Latin
American Indians, etc. CBuezas 1995: 545). The obstacle here, as we have already seen with
the ambiguous terms integration and imrnigr^nt is that racism is difficult to define.
According to Tomas Calvo Buezas, a social anthropologist at La l^niversidad Complutense de
Madrid, Spaniards bring to mind the atrocities of Nazi concentration camps or African
American lynching when they define racism, arriving at the conclusion that "son los otros
que son racistas, no lo somos nosotros.*' Genocide and lynching are obviously outlying
extremes of racism on a continuum of racism, however. But there is no good metaphor that
represents the varying grades of racism that exist in every society. In Spain, the grades of
racism range from someone who would not marry one of the "undesirable races" to another
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person who would expel the "intruders" from 5p3in. It is true th^t "no es los mismo habUr
mal de los gitanos que llevarles por miles a los hornos crematorios," but both are forms of
racism CBuezas 1995: 97). Buezas suggests a metaphor which compares racism to stairs, each
step being a different degree of racism CBuezas 1995: 97- 98). Because there we lack a GOOD
metaphor to refer to the varying grades of racism, however, Spaniards sometimes consider
their behavior to be tolerant and acceptable, when perhaps it may not be.
People can be racist because they dehumanize immigrants by using language that
creates distance from the suffering and inhumane conditions that many immigrants face. It
is consequently easier for Spaniards to read ^bout poverty, unemployment, discrimination,
and even rape with little emotional investment. For example, one metaphor relates
immigrants to merchandise. In this metaphor, the "first" world is compai'ed to an immigrant
importer of "5^00^5 of illegal foreign workers" CCornelius). They are compared to a monocle
o^z-^and as being superfluous, implying that there will always be more "hands of labor" to
import if current resources become exhausted CBeck 2005). Immigrants themselves feel this
dehumanization: "Solo somos mercancfa...con la que todos ganan dinero" CMercancla). The
word 5//7/?^/’e/e5 emphasizes the illegal nature of many immigrants' situation in Spain
CCornelius). They are not human beings, they are illegal, ckncfestino. Because these terms
dehumanize immigrants by referring to them as merchandise, illegal, and clandestine,
Spaniaf'ds can more easily distance themselves from the otherwise appalling conditions that
immigrants endure in their countries of origin, on their path of migration, and often within
Spain's borders.
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Another- obstacle that immigi'ants f^ce r-eflects the ambiguity of what it means to be
Spanish. Some Spaniai'ds still debate whether ^//?5/e5 "son espanoles o no/ and they arrived
in Spain in the

century CBuezas 1995: 99). A second generation immigrant's birth in

Spain does not actually guarantee him the same opportunities as a white middle-class
Spaniard/ especially if he has Islamic Moroccan or Nigerian parents. With respect to the riots
in France in the fell of2005, "se habla de los inmigrantes pero se olvidan de que son
franceses" (Beck 2005). There "is semantic confusion over

and

generation immigrant"

(Sole: 516); "serTa relevante hablar de los inmigrantes como ciudad^nos" C"El 60% de los
espanoles 2002) but unfortunately, one's nationality in practice may not depend on where
he is born. What is worse, and often not considered, is the identity of those children who are
born on e/c^mino. Many women become pregnant while migrating from Sub-Saharan
Africa to Morocco and finally to Spain, sometimes a journey of several years. These children,
apart from feeing poverty and homelessness, have no national identity. But for nearly every
immigrant as he begins to mix and blend old 3nd new customs, the question of national
identity is confusing. And because Spanish national identity is defined in such an ambiguous
and exclusive way, immigrants feel more unsettledOn a positive note, though, there are people who use metaphors that expose the
injustices that immigrants fece. As fer as working conditions are concerned, one reads of "la
economfa sumergida' that resembles semi-slavery (Torres 2005:15). This metaphor gives us
the impression of a secret, inaccessible environment that has been hidden from the eye of
government regulation and other "protections" that fit with our modern paradiqm of
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democi'^cy: I'ustice, l^w,

worker's rights. Humanitarians also frame the issue of

immigrant rights as a b^t^lk; one has to "luchar para" or "defender" the rights of immigrants
CATIME 2005). They talk of cjetechos univers^les for all people, not just los ^uioct^nos
fAngel 2005: 24-). In any case, despite the help of immigrant allies, the large majority of
metaphors used to talk about immigrants and immigration evoke fear-provoking imagery
which consequently excludes immigrants from society.
CONCLI/5IONS
Although there is room for progressive rhetoric in talk of immigration, it is all but
absent. Those ideas that provoke fear are more "virulent;" they spread fester because they are
catchier. .)ust as news of a terrorist attack would spread fester than the news of a local
charity's donation, those images that "strikes fear in its host" spread fester and "infect" more
people CLynch 1996: 5). Fear triggers proselytizing and mass-propagation of an Idea within a
given population C5).
As we have seen, many of the fear-inspiring ideas are products of discourse from the
conservative right that seeks to push its xenophobic agendas. In the United State, for
example, conservatives have invested large amounts of money into think tanks that fine tune
their ideas to be "catchier." Liberal, philanthropic organizations, on the other hand, prefer to
not to use their money "for administration, communication. Infrastructure, or career
development" because all of the money has to "Igo] to the cause" CPowell 2004).

Even

though there is room for progressive "frames" about immigration, it is difficult to "inject
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bum^nitai'i^n concerns b^seci in compassion an4 empathy in to the Iconsefvative] Rebate'
CUkoff2006).
It is inci'easin9ly important, in both Europe an4 the iynite4 States, to notice that
dominant conservative rhetoric takes only one point of view and consequently cannot
represent other aspects of the immigration debate. How would it be possible to add other
metaphorical frames!^ We have seen the humanitarian frame definitely exists. It seeks to
uncover the injustices that immigrants face or the causes of immigration as a result of
Spanish, as well as European and American colonialism. It would be beneficial for
philanthropic and progressive organizations to invest resources into finding way to create
progressive images surrounding Immigration that are catchier. These could in turn be
"Injected" into the subjective rhetorical frame of metaphors that compare immigrants to a
problem, criminals, and 3 drain of social resources. I daresay that an investment in creating
catchier language for other progressive causes Is necessary as well so that as a society we are
not convinced that our "knight in shining armor" metaphor for foreign politics is justified

and righteous.
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